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Abstrakt:  Předložená bakalářská práce pojednává o rozšíření PLC Simatic  
S7-1500 o systém strojového vidění, který je aplikován na školního 
laboratorního robota s cílem obohatit výuku. Práce navázuje na BP 
Dominika Justa [1], ve které byl vyřešen vlastní systém strojového 
vidění ve vazbě na výukový manipulátor Fischertechnik. Navazující 
práce napojí strojové vidění na PLC Siemens – vyřeší komunikaci mezi 
strojovým viděním na platformě NI myRIO + LabVIEW a PLC Siemens, 
vytvoří PLC aplikaci a oživí celý systém. 
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1 Introduction 
The aim of the thesis is to make an extension of a Siemens Simatic S7-1500 PLC training kit containing 
the Fischertechnik manipulator model with an existing machine vision system built on National 
Instruments myRIO platform (shown in Figure 1). The code for both the PLC and the vision system will 
be edited such that the position, colour, and shape of the object in the manipulator workspace can be 
transmitted to the PLC via an appropriate communication interface. 
Established communication will be used to create a functional pick & place demo robot for the PLC 
programming class. The robot should be able to recognise shape, colour of a single object in the 
workspace and then pick & place it accordingly. The workspace, objects and storage locations can be 
seen in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 1 - PLC training kit and Fischertechnik manipulator with a vision system 
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Figure 2 - Workspace and storage 
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2 Research 
The aim of the research is to map possibilities of communication between the Siemens PLC and the NI 
myRIO. Also, options for improving the lighting of the Fischertechnik workspace will be reviewed.  
2.1 Communication 
Communication can be split into two levels: hardware and software. Hardware level is a type of 
network that physically interconnects the devices and software level is a communication protocol. In 
this project, devices of two different companies will be used: Siemens S7-1500 CPU 1516-3PN/DP and 
NI myRIO-1900.  Hence, an open protocol must be used to allow the exchange of data between them. 
2.1.1 Network  
The PLC used in this project is part of the Siemens’ SIMATIC S7-1500 automation system. It can be 
integrated across all communication standards consistently in various automation levels as 
demonstrated in Figure 3. [2] 
 
Figure 3 - SIMATIC S7-1500 at management, control and field level [2] 
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As can be seen from the previous image (Figure 3), two networks can be used to connect to the PLC – 
PROFIBUS and PROFINET/IE.  
PROFIBUS is the fieldbus-based automation network. Via a single bus cable, PROFIBUS links controller 
or control systems with decentralized field IO devices (sensors and actuators). PROFIBUS is not only a 
network but also a communication protocol. It is a simple master-slave type of a protocol, where the 
master has full control of communication on the bus and a slave responds only when spoken to. The 
master records outputs and reads inputs from each of its slaves during every cycle. [3] [4] 
PROFINET can be considered as a newer version of PROFIBUS designed to work with the Industrial 
Ethernet network. Both standards were developed by the same organization and share similarities in 
the engineering concepts. The biggest difference between them is that PROFINET is faster with more 
bandwidth and larger messages. The similarities and differences are summarized in Table 1. [3] 
 PROFIBUS PROFINET 
organization PI 
application profiles same 
concepts Engineering, GSDs 
physical layer RS-485 Ethernet 
speed 12Mbit/s 1Gbit/s or 100Mbit/s 
telegram 244 bytes 1440 bytes (cyclic)^ 
address space 126 unlimited 
technology master/slave provider/consumer 
connectivity PA + others* many buses 
wireless possible* IEEE 802.11, 15.1 
motion 32 axes >150 axes 
machine-to-machine No Yes 
vertical integration No Yes 
^with multiple telegrams: up to 232-65 (acyclic) 
*not in spec, but solutions  available 
Table 1 - PROFIBUS and PROFINET [3] 
In addition to transferring data to/from IO devices, PROFINET also allows connection to the Industrial 
Ethernet (IE) – Ethernet network with rugged components designed specifically to work in a harsh 
environment [4]. Thus, in this project, the PLC can be connected to the local network via an Ethernet 
cable. 
The local network can be created using a Wi-Fi router which would allow connecting machine vision 
device to the local network wirelessly (NI myRIO-1900 has a built-in Wi-Fi bus connector). 
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2.1.2 Communication protocol 
In order to control a machine or process, signal states and numerical values are processed in the PLC. 
The data from the input devices is read, stored in tags, processed and sent to the output devices. [4] 
In this project, the input device is NI myRIO. The data from this device cannot be read without 
a protocol. There is a variety of protocols supported by myRIO, out of which Modbus TCP and OPC UA 
are best suited for communication with PLC [5]. Those protocols are also supported by the PLC as 
demonstrated in Table 2 (PN/IE – PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet, DP – PROFIBUS DP). 
Communication options PN/IE DP Serial 
PG communication for commissioning, testing, diagnostics X X --- 
HMI communication for operator control and monitoring 
 
X X --- 
Data exchange with TCP/IP, UDP, ISO-on-TCP, ISO protocol X --- --- 
As OPC UA server data exchange with OPC UA clients 
 
X --- --- 
Communication via Modbus TCP X --- --- 
Communication via UDP Multicast X --- --- 
Sending process alarms via e-mail X --- --- 
File management and file access via FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol); CP may be the FTP client and FTP server 
 
X --- --- 
S7 communication X X --- 
Serial point-to-point or multi-point connection 
Data exchange via point-to-point with Freeport, 3964 
(R), USS or Modbus protocol 
 
--- --- X 
Web server 
Data exchange via HTTP(S), for example for diagnostics 
X --- --- 
SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) 
 
X --- --- 
Time synchronization X X --- 
Table 2 - Communication capabilities of the SIMATIC S7-1500 [2] 
Modbus is the most established and widely used open communication protocol ideal for reliable 
communication of simple data. It is also a master-slave type of protocol like PROFIBUS. However, it 
uses the IE network instead of fieldbus-based one. The main disadvantage of the protocol is complex 
programming for PLC which requires the usage of special function blocks. [4] [6]  
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OPC UA is a client/server based communication – one or more servers wait for several clients to make 
requests. Once the server receives a request it answers to that and then returns into a wait state. The 
client controls when and what data the server will fetch from the underlying systems. Also, the client 
can instruct the server to send updates when such come into the server.  The periodicity of the updates 
is controlled by the client too. [7] 
UA stands for Unified Architecture. It was developed to allow multi-platform communication because 
originally OPC was a Windows-specific protocol. According to [8], its implementation allowed OPC to 
function on any of the following:  
• Hardware platforms: traditional PC hardware, cloud-based servers, PLCs, micro-controllers; 
• Operating Systems: Microsoft Windows, Apple OSX, Android, or any distribution of Linux. 
OPC UA works smoothly with SIMATIC S7-1500. The PLC can be easily set as a server and data can be 
written into tags by a client directly – NI myRIO is set as a client. The key features of OPC UA can be 
seen in Figure 4. [9] 
 
Figure 4 - OPC UA features [9] 
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2.2 Lighting 
Lighting is a critical parameter for the machine vision device. It should be designed to ensure reliable 
functioning not dependable on external factors. The shortcoming of the current lighting solution is that 
it is highly dependable on surrounding illumination [1]. The goal of this section is to propose a viable 
solution to the issue rather than explore all the possibilities.  
There are two ways in which ambient light contribution can be controlled: shield the workspace from 
the ambient light entirely or use a more powerful light source for illumination of the workspace [10]. 
Out of those, a powerful light source is a more practical option. According to the placement, three 
categories can be distinguished (illustrated in Figure 5): 
• Backlight; 
• Bright-field light; 
• Dark-field light. [10] 
 
Figure 5 - Geometry of lighting [10] 
 
Figure 6 - Backlight [11] 
 
2.2.1 Backlight 
Backlight type of lighting illuminates the workspace from below creating a dark silhouette against a 
bright background as shown in Figure 6.  
The backlight is commonly used for detecting the presence/absence of holes and gaps, part placing or 
orientating, or measuring objects [12]. Thus, this type is suitable for the required application. However, 
the implementation of a backlight to the existing solution requires significant modifications. Namely, 
it will be necessary to construct a transparent worktable under which the light source can be placed.   
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2.2.2 Bright-field light 
Bright-field light is the most commonly used vision lighting technique. In this type, the light is reflected 
into the camera. Two important subtypes can be distinguished: diffuse lighting and partial bright-field 
lighting.  Diffuse lighting (Figure 7) is usually used on shiny specular or mixed reflectivity samples where 
even, but multidirectional light is needed. Partial bright-field lighting (Figure 8) is directional, typically 
from a point source, making it a good choice for applications where good contrast and enhanced 
topographic details are needed. [12] 
 
Figure 7 - Diffuse lighting [11] 
 
Figure 8 - Partial bright-field lighting [11] 
For the required application, diffuse lighting can be easily implemented in the form of a ring light – the 
light source is fixed directly below the camera such that the lens passes through the centre of the light 
as demonstrated in Figure 9.  
 
Figure 9 - Ring light [13] 
 
Figure 10 - Dark-field light [13] 
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2.2.3 Dark-field light 
In this type, the light is reflected away from the camera creating a contrast image in a dark field. It is 
characterized by a low or medium angle of light incidence, typically requiring close proximity, 
illustrated in Figure 10. Dark-field light is usually used to emphasize height changes or to enhance 
shapes and contours. 
For the given application, this type of lighting can be realized in the form of an area light source – it 
can be mounted on the same stand used for the camera.  A commercial example can be seen in  
Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11 - Area light [11] 
 
2.3 Research summary 
For this project, the communication between the PLC (SIMATIC S7-1500) and machine vision device 
(NI myRIO) should be established. The purpose of communication is to forward the coordinates, shape 
and colour of an object in the workspace from the machine vision device to the PLC. The frequency of 
data transmission is controlled by the PLC – the machine vision device forwards data only when 
requested. According to the conducted research, it can be concluded that the best option for 
communication is through the Industrial Ethernet network with OPC UA protocol. This option allows 
the machine vision device to write the data into the PLC’s tags directly. 
The most practical solution for the lighting issue is using the dark-field lighting – an area light source 
will be mounted on the camera stand. This solution was chosen because it does not require any 
modifications to the existing stand construction.  
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3 Solution 
The solution for this project is mainly concerned with writing the source codes. The hardware is 
suitable in the original state except for the lighting. The setup can be seen in Figure 12. 
For the connection of devices on the hardware level, the local network was created using the router. 
The PLC is connected to the local network through the PROFINET interface using the Ethernet cable 
and the NI myRIO is connected wirelessly through the Wi-Fi. For administration, a PC or a laptop can 
be also connected to the local network through either Ethernet cable or Wi-Fi.  (Figure 13) 
The solution will be realized in the following way: the OPC UA communication principles of the demo 
programs will be implemented into the robot control and the inspection programs, the codes for both 
PLC and LabView will be optimized for pick & place operation, a new light source will be added. 
 
Figure 12 - Hardware setup 
PLC Training Kit 
Router 
Fischertechnik Vacuum 
Gripper Robot 
NI myRIO 
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Figure 13 - Connection scheme [1] 
Four programs will be used as a basis for the solution (all the codes can be found on the CD in the 
folder “Original programs”):  
1. Robot control (“PLC-Robot_V15”) – TIA Portal program for the Vacuum Gripper Robot control; 
2. Image inspection (“program s komentáři”) – LabView program for the  image analysis; 
3. LabView OPC UA demo (“OPC UA komunikace”) – LabVIEW program with OPC UA principles; 
4. TIA Portal OPC UA demo (“PLC_komunikace_OPC_UA_v1_V14”) – TIA Portal program with OPC 
UA principles. 
The initial state of the programs is described in the next section. The last program 
(“PLC_komunikace_OPC_UA_v1_V14”)  is omitted from the description because it only serves as a 
demonstration for setting up the OPC UA server. Those settings are explained in detail in the manual 
(see Attachment 3a). 
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3.1 Initial state of the programs 
3.1.1 Robot control 
The program was created for the PLC programming course. It was written in the Siemens TIA Portal 
software using the SCL language. Initially, the program was designed to have the following 
functionality: “Jog” – navigate the manipulator to the desired location without an ability to relocate 
objects; “Manual” – navigate the manipulator to the predetermined locations with an ability to 
relocate objects; “Automatic” – automatic relocation of objects between the conveyors.    
The code is organized in blocks of 3 types: Organization Blocks, Function Blocks and Data Blocks as 
illustrated in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 - Blocks 
Organization blocks (OBs) form the interface between the operating system and the user 
program. They are called by the operating system and control the following 
operations: 
• Start-up characteristics of the automation system; 
• Cyclic program processing; 
• Interrupt-driven program execution; 
• Error handling. [4] 
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Functions (FCs) are code blocks without memory. There is no data memory in which values 
of block parameters can be stored. Therefore, when a function is called, all formal parameters 
must be assigned actual parameters. Functions can use global data blocks to store data permanently. 
[4] 
Function blocks (FBs) are code blocks that store their (FCs) input, output and in-out parameters 
permanently in instance Data blocks (DBs), so that they remain available even after the block has 
been executed. Therefore, they are also referred to as blocks "with memory". 
Function blocks can also operate with temporary tags. Temporary tags are not stored 
in the instance DB but are available for one cycle only. [4] 
Data blocks are used to store program data. Thus, DBs contain variable data that is 
used by the user program. Global data blocks store data that can be used by all other blocks. [4] 
Important blocks from the actual program that will be used in this project are described in Table 3. 
Name Type Description 
Main [OB1] OB The block for cyclic program processing – the most important 
part of the code which controls everything. It is built on the 
principle of a state machine.  (see Attachment 1a) 
Startup [OB100] OB The block where the values of tags are initialized. This block 
is run only one time when the PLC is turned on.  
(see Attachment 1b) 
prg_obsluha_DO [OB123] OB The OB for servicing the digital outputs from the HMI panel. 
(see Attachment 1c) 
FB_reference [FB1] FB FB for referencing the position – manipulator goes to the 
default position and then counters are reset to zero. The 
default position is recognized by the switches at the end of 
each axis. (see Attachment 1d) 
FB_posun [FB4] FB The FB is responsible for guiding the manipulator to the 
desired location with the help another FB – FB_goto.  
(see Attachment 1d). 
FB_presun [FB3] FB The FB for picking up an object and relocation it to a 
designated location. It also uses FB_goto.  
(see Attachment 1e) 
FB_goto [FB2] FB Controls the motors of the manipulator such that they go to 
the required position. (see Attachment 1f) 
Table 3 - Blocks that will be used in the project 
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3.1.2 Image inspection  
This program was developed by Dominik Just as a part of his bachelor’s thesis [1]. It is written using  
a visual programming language of LabView software to run on the NI myRIO embedded system. The 
following functionality was initially present in the program: 
• Detection of shape, colour, position and orientation of the object in the workspace; 
• Writing of the output data to the network such that it can be accessed through a dedicated 
NI “Data Dashboard” application; 
• Ability to start and control the application by a hardware button on the myRIO device. 
The code itself is written in the block diagram (Figure 16) and the front panel is used for the user 
interface (Figure 15). The working principle of the program is explained in details in [1].  
 
Figure 15 - Front panel of the Inspection program [1] 
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Figure 16 - Block diagram of the Inspection program [1] 
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3.1.3 LabVIEW OPC UA Demo 
This program will be used as a guide for implementing OPC UA communication. It shows how to 
connect a LabView application to the server as a client. The front panel can be seen in Figure 17 and 
the block diagram can be seen in Figure 18, Figure 19. 
 
Figure 17 - Front panel of the Demo program 
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Figure 18 - Block diagram of the Demo program (part 1 – left) 
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Figure 19 - Block diagram of the Demo program (part 2 – right) 
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3.2 Modification of the programs 
3.2.1 Robot control 
Modification of the PLC program is mostly concerned with the implementation of the pick & place 
sequence (pick & place is later referred to as p&p). The communication part is simple and only requires 
changing settings as described in Attachment 3a. 
The goal of the program is to navigate the manipulator to the object, pick it up and place it to the 
designated location. Properties of the objects are analysed by the inspection program. Objects will be 
stored in a 3D printed box with slots for each colour/shape combination (Figure 20). Each slot’s location 
coordinates are stored in tags pos_x_ik and pos_c_ik. The tags will be explained later in Table 4.  
 
Figure 20 - Storage 
For calibration purposes, there also should be a fully manual mode with an ability to move manipulator 
in any axis and read actual position from high speed counter (in increments). The operation of vacuum 
gripper will be included in the manual mode as well. 
The following modifications will be made in order to achieve the goal: 
1. Addition of extra tags; 
2. Addition of manual mode with HMI screen; 
3. Addition of P&P mode with HMI screen; 
4. Addition of storage coordinates to the Startup OB; 
5. Restructure of the Main OB; 
6. Clean up of unnecessary modes.  
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3.2.1.1 Extra tags 
It is necessary to add extra tags to exchange the data between the PLC and inspection program. Also, 
the coordinates of the storage locations and manual mode require their tags. All the new tags, except 
the ones for the manual mode, can be seen in Table 4: 
Name Data type I/O Function 
locate, 
LocateExec 
Bool Output Starting the image analysis sequence in 
the inspection program. The tag is 
operated by the button on the HMI 
panel – when the button is pressed 
tag’s value changes to 1 and the 
sequence is initiated.   
found Bool Input Indicating whether the inspection 
program found an object. 
Shape LReal Input Numerical equivalent to the shape of 
an object. 
Colour LReal Input Numerical equivalent to the colour of 
an object. 
pos_x LReal Input Position of an object in the polar 
coordinate system – radius. The value 
is in increments.  
pos_c LReal Input Position of an object in the polar 
coordinate system – angle. The value is 
in increments. 
pos_x/c_ik LReal (PLC’s local data) Coordinates of storage slots for each 
colour (i) and shape (k) combination:  0 
– red, 1 – blue, 2 – green; 0 – hexagon, 
1 – square, 2 – circle (for example 00 is 
red hexagon).  
Table 4 - New tags 
3.2.1.2 Manual mode 
As already mentioned, the purpose of the manual mode is to allow free movement of the manipulator 
in any axis. This will be realized by the addition of a new function block Manual, which will be called 
from the Main OB.  
Manual function block allows output tags to be controlled by the tags assigned to the HMI buttons. 
For the safe operation, Total Stop and axis limits were added – if Total Stop has been pressed or axis 
limits have been reached the motors stop immediately. The code for this block can be seen in  
Figure 21. 
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HMI screen has buttons to control axis motors, turn on/off compressor and suction, perform 
referencing, return to the root screen, resume after total stop. It also has screens indicating the state 
of the Main OB and readings from the high speed counters.  The layout of the screen can be seen in 
Figure 22. 
 
Figure 21 - Code for the Manual FB 
3.2.1.3 P&P mode 
There is no dedicated function block for P&P mode. It is rather integrated into the Main OB as a state. 
The code will be explained in the next section. HMI screen has buttons to reference, reset, locate,  
pick & place, resume after Total Stop and go back to the root screen. The wide variety of indicators 
allows to see the state, object location and properties, undergoing operation (for example 
referencing). The layout can be seen in Figure 23. 
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Figure 22 - HMI screen for manual mode 
 
Figure 23 - HMI screen for P&P mode 
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3.2.1.4 Startup OB 
The only modification of the Startup OB is an addition of storage slots coordinates. They were obtained 
using the manual mode – manipulator’s suction cup was positioned above a slot and readings from the 
encoders were recorded. Their values (in increments) can be seen in Figure 24 (full code can be found 
in the Attachment 1i). 
 
Figure 24 - Coordinates of storage locations 
 
Figure 25 - Normal mode 
3.2.1.5 Main OB 
Main OB is the most crucial block – cyclic program processing happens there. The cases in the state 
machine were modified. There are 6 states in total: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. States 0-20 and the code 
outside the case structure are kept original. The other states are described below (full code can be 
found in the Attachment 1g).  
State 30 – normal mode (Figure 25): 
• Default values of locate and found tags are initialized – both are false; 
• FB manual is called – allows operation of manipulator manually; 
• Condition for switching to the next state – press of the Locate button on the HMI screen sets 
the tag LocateExec to 1 and the program goes to the state 40.  
• Alternative method for exiting the state – press of the Reference button returns the program 
to state 10. 
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State 40 – Initialize p&p mode (Figure 26): 
• The image analysis sequence of the inspection program is initiated; 
• Condition for switching to the next state – the tag found is set to 1 when the object has been 
located; 
• Alternative method of exiting the state – press of the Reset button on the HMI screen sets the 
tag ResetExec to 1 and returns the program to the normal mode. 
 
Figure 26 - Initialize p&p mode 
State 50 – P&P mode (Figure 27): 
• The manipulator is navigated to the object with the use of the function block FB_Posun – 
position of the object is written to the tags pos_x and pos_c; 
• The object is placed to the designated location by the function block FB_Presun depending on 
the colour/shape combination; 
• Function block FB_goto is called to initiate motors for movement along the required axis – 
FB_goto_1 for vertical (z-axis), FB_goto_2 for horizontal (x-axis), FB_goto_3 for rotation  
(c-axis); 
• Condition for switching to the next state – after the object has been placed to the required 
location, state changes to 10; 
• Alternative method for exiting the state – press of the Reset or the Reference button returns 
the program to the appropriate state. 
3.2.1.6 Other modifications 
The codes of other blocks were left intact, only comments in English were added and an extra line of 
code was added to FB_posun (see Attachment 1j). Also, unnecessary modes, such as “Automatic”, 
“Jog”, “Skorapky”  were deleted from the Main OB. Their HMI screens were removed as well. 
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Figure 27 - P&P mode 
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3.2.2 Inspection program 
This program is responsible for detecting the object in the workspace, analysing its properties and 
forwarding the data to the PLC via OPC UA communication protocol. Image analysis functionality is 
already present in the original program. Thus, it is necessary to implement the OPC UA communication 
and to add the conversion from distance/angle to increments.  
The structure of the program needs to be modified as well. The main program is placed in the main.vi 
and contains two loops – one for communication and the other for image inspection. To keep the 
program tidy, it was decided to optimize the loops such that each one would fit entirely into a PC 
screen. Hence,  the code was split into smaller sections known as subVIs (a subVI is similar to a 
subroutine in text-based programming languages). The advantage of this technique is that it allows 
using a small icon instead of bulky code in the block diagram as demonstrated in Figure 28 and  
Figure 29. [14] 
 
Figure 28 - Code before using a subVI [14] 
 
Figure 29 - Code after using a subVI [14] 
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The required modifications are summarized below. 
1. Block diagram (see Attachment 2a): 
a. Addition of OPC UA communication in the form of an additional while loop;  
b. Addition of math operations for conversion from distance/angle to increments;  
c. Optimization. 
2. Front panel (see Attachment 2b): 
a. Translation to English;  
b. Addition of an extra tab for OPC UA communication. 
3.2.2.1 OPC UA communication 
As already mentioned above, the inspection program will be connected to the OPC UA server (PLC) as 
a client. LabView has an extensive function library for OPC UA communication that can be found in 
Functions → Data Communication → OPC UA → OPC UA Client (Figure 30). It contains various VIs (VI 
is a LabVIEW code file), that will be used to establish communication.  
 
Figure 30 - OPC UA VIs 
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The communication is implemented into the inspection program as an additional While Loop  
(Figure 50). Firstly, it is necessary to create server and client certificates. This needs to be done because 
Connect.vi (used in the next step) does not work without them. For simplification, connection to the 
server (PLC) is realized without security. Hence, the created certificates are dummy (they do not 
provide any security). 
Certificates are created using Create Certificate.vi. Their paths are added to an array which is then 
used by Connect.vi. The operation is performed only one time during startup. Also, indicators are 
added such that paths can be seen in the front panel. The principle of how certificates are created can 
be seen in Figure 31. 
 
Figure 31 - Creating certificates 
Next, it is necessary to connect to the OPC UA server. This will be done using the Connect.vi. Several 
terminals must be wired to the VI as demonstrated in Figure 32. The realization in the actual program 
can be seen in Figure 36. 
 
Figure 32 -  “Connect” VI wiring 
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After the connection to the server has been established, it is necessary to subscribe to the nodes (PLC 
tags) of the server using Create Subscription.vi. This operation is done to incur data changes on the 
server in order to monitor when tags change values (for example to register when detection is enabled 
on the HMI). Overall, 5 tags are monitored: locate, Calibrate, Red_cn, Blue_cn, Green_cn (last 3 tags 
are used for calibration and will be explained later). To monitor these tags specifically, it is necessary 
to add their node IDs to the subscription. This is done using Add Monitored Nodes.vi. The IDs of the 
nodes can be found in the TIA Portal by going to the PLC’s settings (as described in the Attachment 3a) 
OPC UA → Export → Export OPC UA XML file. For example, a node ID for the locate tag is 
ns=3;s="locate" as shown in Figure 33. The IDs in precisely the same format are then entered to an 
array and wired to the VI.  
 
Figure 33 - Node ID example 
There is no need to repeat the operations described above for the whole duration of the program. 
Thus, they can be put outside of the communication loop in a Flat Sequence Structure to ensure that 
the loop starts only after the communication has been established  (Figure 35). Also, this is exactly part 
of the code that can be put into a subVI as was explained at the beginning of the chapter. The subVI 
will be called connecting to the OPC UA server. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 36 and the icon 
with wiring can be seen in Figure 34. 
 
Figure 34 - Icon for “connecting to the OPC UA server” 
subVI 
 
 
Figure 35 - Flat Sequence Structure for connection 
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Figure 36 - Block diagram for “connecting to the OPC UA server” subVI 
As can be noticed from the figure above, the Connect.vi is placed inside a While Loop. This was done 
because it is not always possible to establish communication from the first attempt. The stopping 
condition for the loop is the absence of error, that is achieved by using Simple Error Handler.vi and 
logical operation not.  
After connection and node subscription has been established, the communication loop can be started 
(Figure 37). The loop contains a flat sequence structure with two frames to ensure that operations are 
executed sequentially in the right order. 
 
Figure 37 - Communication loop 
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In the first frame, the data change monitoring takes place using the Register for Events function wired 
to the “User event out” connector of the connecting to the OPC UA server.vi icon (label “OPC COM”). 
The data change is then wired to the  Event Structure. There, conversion from data type Variant to 
actual format occurs. The principle of conversion is similar to the demo program. However, they differ 
in a number of monitored tags and the way how node ID (tag address) is associated with the case 
structure.  In the demo program, an older version of the TIA Portal was used. There, node ID had format 
Device.Block.Name_of_the_tag, (for example PLC_1.Memory.MyValue) and could be directly 
associated with the required case (Figure 40). However, in the new version (V15) the tag format has 
changed to look like ns=3;s="locate". Such a format cannot be associated with the case directly 
because of quotation marks.  
To overcome this issue, another method was developed – node IDs of changed data are compared 
using Equal? functions. The Boolean outputs are then appended into a Boolean array using the Build 
Array function. After, the array is converted to an integer using Boolean Array to Number function. 
The value of the integer corresponds to a specific combination of the array. Thus, the output of the 
Boolean Array to Number function can be used as a case selector. All the described operations are 
placed in the subVI called assigning node IDs as demonstrated in Figure 39. SubVI’s icon is shown in 
Figure 38.  
 
Figure 38 - Icon for “assigning node IDs” 
subVI 
 
 
Figure 39 - Block diagram for “assigning node IDs” subVI 
After the ID of the data change has been determined, the conversion to the appropriate format may 
occur. This operation is done using Variant to Data function in a Case Structure, where each case is 
designated for a specific tag. The way how the data is wired to the Case Structure was also modified – 
instead of wiring individual constants, an array was used. Wiring of the data to the array is 
accomplished using an Array Index/Replace Elements option of the In Place Element Structure. The 
whole process is placed in a For Loop as illustrated in Figure 41. 
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Figure 40 - Node ID monitoring before 
 
Figure 41 - Node ID monitoring after 
In the second frame, writing of the data to the server takes place using Multiple Write.vi (Figure 42). 
This is another difference from the demo program – there, data was written separately to each tag 
using Write.vi (Figure 43). The reason for the difference is again the newer version of software used in 
this project.  
 
Figure 42 - Second frame 
 
Figure 43 - "Write” VI 
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In order to write data using Multiple Write.vi, an array of Requests must be built and wired to the icon 
(Figure 44). The process for building a Request is following – data, converted to Variant, and node ID 
string is appended into a Request cluster using Bundle by Name function. An example is shown in 
Figure 45. 
 
Figure 44 - Icon for "Multiple Write" VI 
 
Figure 45 - Building request example 
The process for building requests for data of the same type can be automated using the Auto-Indexed 
Tunnel of the  For Loop – the data and node ID strings are appended to arrays and wired to the loop. 
As a result, the array of Requests is obtained. The loop is then situated in a Flat Sequence Structure to 
ensure the correct order of execution.  Additionally, the whole process is placed in a subVI. 
Two of such subVIs were created: one for writing the object parameters, called Parameters to PLC 
nodes (Figure 46),  and the other for calibration, called RGB to PLC nodes (Figure 47). Their icons can 
be seen in Figure 48 and in Figure 49 respectively.  
 
Figure 46 - Block diagram for “Parameters to PLC nodes" subVI 
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Figure 47 - Block diagram for "RGB to PLC nodes" subVI 
 
Figure 48 - Icon for "Parameters to PLC nodes" subVI 
 
Figure 49 - Icon for "RGB to PLC nodes" subVI 
The node monitoring and writing operation are in the communication loop. Thus, they are repeated 
for the whole duration of the program. The stopping condition of the loop is either press of the STOP 
button on the front panel or occurrence of an error. This information is also forwarded to the 
inspection loop in the form of stop and Error local variables.  
After the communication loop has been stopped, it is necessary to disconnect the client from the OPC 
UA server. The process consists of 3 VIs: Delete monitored nodes.vi – deletes nodes from subscription; 
Delete Subscriptions.vi – deletes node subscriptions from the server; Disconnect.vi – disconnects 
client from the server. The execution of the last VI is delayed to ensure safe disconnection. The entire 
communication part of the program is shown in Figure 50.  
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Figure 50 - Communication part of the Inspection program  
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3.2.2.2 Inspection loop 
The part of the program responsible for the inspection is shown in Figure 57 (see Attachment 2a for 
the full block diagram). The main difference from the original program is that object properties are 
appended to Parameters – the array type of Shared Variable. This was done to automate the building 
of Requests as explained in the previous section. This operation was placed in a subVI. In total, there 
are three subVIs in the inspection loop:  
1. building Parameters array, labelled as “TO PARAMS ARRAY” – operations for the creation of 
Parameters array  (see Figure 51 for block diagram and Figure 52 for the icon); 
2. unbundle and build array, labelled as “UBN” – optimization (see Figure 54 for block diagram 
and Figure 54 for the icon); 
3. conversion, labelled as ”CONV” – also optimization (see Figure 55 for block diagram and  
Figure 56 for the icon). 
 
Figure 51 - Block diagram for "building Parameters array" subVI 
 
Figure 52 - Icon for "building Parameters array" subVI 
 
Figure 53 - Icon for “unbundle and build array” subVI 
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Figure 54 - Block diagram for “unbundle and build array” subVI 
 
Figure 55 - Block diagram for “conversion” subVI 
 
Figure 56 - Icon for “conversion” subVI 
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Figure 57 - Inspection loop 
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3.2.2.3 Front panel 
For cleaner user interface front panel was divided into 2 tabs: Inspection and OPC UA. Inspection tab 
has the layout as Inspection program in Figure 15 with a single modification – labels were translated 
to the English language. OPC UA tab includes all the necessary controls for connection to the OPC UA 
server as demonstrated in Figure 59. 
 
Figure 58 - Inspection tab 
 
Figure 59 - OPC UA tab and Testing tab 
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3.3 Lighting 
In order to improve the illumination of the workspace, a small LED searchlight was added to the camera 
stand. The light source is not specialized for the machine vision like described in the research part 
because it was not possible to find one suitable for fixing on the camera stand. Mounting realization 
can be seen in Figure 60.  
 
Figure 60 - Mounted light source 
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4 Testing the functionality 
The functionality of the programs for PLC and myRIO was tested with the following results:  
• OPC UA communication – 100% successful; 
• Pick & place operation – 100 % successful; 
• Lighting – unsuccessful. 
As can be seen in the demonstration video (see attachment “Functional demo” on the CD), after the 
inspection program finds and analyses the object, PLC is able to navigate the manipulator to that object 
and then place to the required slot. The reason why hexagon shape was not used is because of the 
mistake in the storage design – slots are located too close so that manipulator cannot reach them. The 
proposed solution of illumination issue was not successful – the new light source illuminates the 
workspace too much due to the placement and intensity (Figure 61). As can be also seen from the 
demonstration video, the testing was performed under background illumination because it was found 
to be the most reliable. Thus, for proper functioning, it is necessary to perform colour calibration every 
time when the lighting conditions significantly change. 
 
Figure 61 - Image from the camera when the additional light source is on 
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5 Alternative Solution – Calibration 
After testing it was discovered that even with an additional light source illumination conditions cannot 
be kept constant. Thus, for the inspection program to work, RGB colour ranges have to be calibrated 
every time conditions change. Normally, the calibration requires a computer with LabVIEW and Vision 
Assistant software installed. Such a requirement is not convenient because the whole system should 
be able to run standalone. Hence, it was decided to implement additional functionality that would 
allow an easy calibration from the HMI screen. 
It is necessary to set six parameters for each colour of the used shape. The parameters are upper and 
lower limits of RGB ranges (example of settings for green colour is shown in Figure 63). In total there 
are 18 parameters to be set. The original calibration method is described in [1].  
The new calibration method also uses the Vision Assistant. There, a script with two steps is created: 
1. Image Mask – to set the calibration region; 
2. Histogram – to extract RGB parameters. 
This script is placed in the block diagram in a form of Express VI: input to the VI is an image from the 
camera and the output is a 2D array. The array contains the data that can be used to construct a 
histogram like in Figure 63.  The range between the lower and upper limits is approximately constant. 
Thus, the limits can be obtained by finding the index of the maximum value and adding/subtracting 
half of the range (chosen to be 60). However, not all the parameters can be set in this way – the shape’s 
colour own limits are constant. For example, for a green shape lower limit is 215 and the upper limit is 
the maximum possible (255). The calibration is implemented as a calibration subVI (see Figure 64 for 
full block diagram and Figure 62 for the icon). 
 
Figure 62 - Icon for "calibration" subVI 
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Figure 63 - RGB settings example 
 
 
Figure 64 - Block diagram for  “calibration” subVI 
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In the inspection loop, calibration is implemented as a false case of the detection loop case structure 
(Figure 65). Additionally, an extra case structure is used to ensure that calibration is running only when 
required – calibrate shared variable is activated by the “Calibration” toggle on the HMI screen.  
 
Figure 65 - Calibration implemented in the actual program 
For user interaction, an extra HMI panel was created (Figure 66). The panel contains buttons to 
initiate the calibration as well as indicators to show the current settings. The way how the calibration 
is performed is the following: 
1. Calibration mode is turned on; 
2. Colour sample is placed on the designated spot; 
3. Calibrate button for the appropriate colour is pressed until the values change; 
4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for other colours; 
5. Calibration mode is turned off.  
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Figure 66 - HMI screen for calibration 
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6 Conclusion 
Communication possibilities between Siemens PLC and NI myRIO were mapped. The lighting options 
for the Fischertechnik were reviewed.  The source codes for both the PLC and the vision system were 
edited so that the position, colour and shape of the object in the manipulator workspace are forwarded 
to the PLC. An example application was prepared, tested and the functional demo was recorded. 
Instructions for using the machine vision in PLC programming class were built (see Attachment 3b). 
Illumination issue was not resolved – instead, an alternative solution based on calibration was 
implemented. 
Thus, the project assignment was fulfilled. In future, a fixture for the LED searchlight could be 
manufactured to resolve the illumination issue. Alternatively, an enclosure can be added to minimize 
the influence of the background illumination.  
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